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Introduction
From my limited knowledge of US charity law, it seems to me that, whereas it
is appropriate for English lawyers to approach the subject from a ‘charitable trusts’
angle, from your point of view, here in the USA, lawyers seem mainly to approach the
subject from a ‘tax exemption’ point of view. It may therefore seem anomalous that I
have been asked to speak to you about the common law perspective on political activity and its relationship with charitable status, which has its basis in the law of trusts.
However, the US case of Bob Jones University v United States,1 provides a modern
authority for the proposition that, echoing the English common law position, tax exemptions under section 501(c)(3) are only available in the USA to those institutions
that are of public benefit. In fact, in the Bob Jones case, Chief Justice Berger acknowledged that the English case of Income Tax Special Purposes Commissioners v
Pemsel2 in which Lord Macnaghten classified ‘charity’ into four principal divisions,3
‘has long been recognized as a leading authority in this country’. It is therefore clear
that, in order to be entitled to status, an institution must broadly satisfy the common
law definition of charitable status, which includes an element of public benefit. It is
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for this reason that I have been asked to consider the common law position on charities and their relationship with politics.
This paper starts by briefly outlining the general legal framework for charities
under the English common law, and then moves on to consider political purposes and
political activity in detail. Having outlined the legal position, the remaining part of
the paper will examine some of the grey areas that exist under the current legal regime governing charities and their relationship with politics.

The General Legal Framework
The starting point for any examination of the English system for regulating
political activity by charitable bodies is in the fundamental legal principles that determine the very existence and nature of charitable status itself.
An English trust must satisfy three requirements in order to be charitable: it
must be for a charitable purpose;4 the purpose must be exclusively charitable; and
there must be public benefit. The public benefit requirement impacts upon the political activity issue; the most commonly stated rationale for the general rule in English
law that a charity cannot have a political purpose is that English judges are unable to
determine whether or not a political purpose would be for the public benefit.5
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In England, charitable status is especially prized, primarily because of the distinct legal and fiscal advantages that it brings.6

Legal Advantages
As well as enjoying exemption from the ‘beneficiary principle’7 and the ‘certainty of objects’ rule,8 charities are not subject to the ‘perpetuity’ rule which otherwise limits the duration of a trust.9 The rationale for this exemption is, in the context
of this paper, worth raising. Again, the requirement of public benefit for charitable
status is the key issue. Simply put, as a charitable trust is required to be for the public
benefit, then a fortiori there is no justification for restricting its duration. However,
that explanation flies in the face of the fact that those promoting a charitable trust
might actually desire the shortest possible life for their initiative, there being an over
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riding desire for the long term eradication of the particular ‘need’ in issue.10 That
that, in turn, might rarely be achieved without some change in law or policy is, on one
level, the simplest way of illustrating the omnipresent political dimension. It is ironic
to note that the exemption from the excessive duration rule for charitable trusts presumes that it is in the public interest that a charity (and therefore the need that it is
attempting to address) should last forever. As Chesterman notes:11
In the eyes of the law, a statement by a charity such as Shelter12 that ‘it exists to
put itself out of business’ has non-charitable implications.

Fiscal Incentives
The fiscal incentives for the achievement of charitable status are both extensive13 and relevant14 to the determination of charitable status. The key elements in
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clude, in defined circumstances, exemptions for charities from income tax,15 corporation tax,16 capital gains tax,17 and stamp duty.18 Tax incentives are also offered to donors by way of relief from income tax on donations to charities, by use of covenants,19
one off gifts20 or the payroll deduction scheme.21 Gifts to charities are also exempt
from inheritance tax.22

Charities and Politics: Introduction
As regards charities, a line is drawn between groups with political purposes and
groups that carry out political activities. It will be seen that the former groups are denied charitable status, whereas, the latter, provided that their purposes are charitable,
can achieve charitable status. Stated very broadly, in this way, the distinction seems
rather straightforward. After having considered, briefly, the broad ban on political
purposes, the rest of this paper is concerned with political activity. However, by
drawing this distinction for the purposes of this paper, the reader should not be led
into a false sense of security. It will be revealed that, in practice, this distinction is by
no means easy to draw.
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In relation to charity law, and in the discussion that follows, ‘politics’ is not
confined to Party Politics. It includes purposes or activities which are directed at securing or opposing changes in the law or in government policy or decisions,23 whether
in this country or abroad.24 Equally, according to the case law,25 to promote the
maintenance of existing law, or a particular line of political administration and policy,
is also considered to be a political purpose or activity.

Political Purposes: The General Prohibition
The law is now clear that a charity must not have a political purpose. In Bowman v Secular Society Ltd. in 1917 Lord Parker boldly stated: ‘A trust for the attainment of political objects has always been invalid’.26 It should be noted, however, that
this proposition, suggesting that the rule is long-standing, is difficult to support, either
on the basis of judicial authority27 or in the light of the evidence of the unchallenged
activism of prominent charities during the eighteenth and nineteenth century.28 Mof
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fat concludes,29 therefore, that the political ‘disqualification’ is a rather newer phenomenon than is suggested by Lord Parker. This point has recently been acknowledged in an Australian decision30 which goes as far as to suggest that a trust may survive in Australia as a charity, where the object is to introduce a new law consistent
with the way that the law is tending.
As referred to briefly supra, the reason why political purposes are not held in
law to be charitable in England is that charities must be constituted for the public
benefit. As Lord Parker said in Bowman v Secular Society Ltd.:31
[A] trust for the attainment of political objects has always been held invalid,
not because it is illegal, for every one is at liberty to advocate or promote by
any lawful means a change in the law, but because the Court has no means of
judging whether a proposed change in the law will or will not be for the public
benefit, and therefore cannot say that a gift to secure the change is a charitable
gift.
Slade J. went further in the case of McGovern v Att.-Gen,32 that determined
that Amnesty International33 did not have charitable status, and said:34
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[E]ven if the evidence suffices to enable [the court] to form a prima facie
opinion that a change in the law is desirable, it must still decide the case on the
principle that the law is right as it stands, since to do otherwise would usurp
the functions of the legislature.
The judges have therefore made it clear that they will not determine whether a
political purpose is or is not for the public benefit. Such questions are for political
debate and parliamentary determination.35 The judiciary has always felt the need to
remain politically neutral. This may change somewhat when the European Convention on Human Rights36 is incorporated into English law by way of the Human Rights
Act.37 Judges will then be called upon to determine whether individuals’ fundamental
human rights have been infringed by a public authority. This will force the judiciary
to be concerned with decisions on the morality of the conduct and not simply its
compliance with the bare letter of the law. This should change the judiciary’s way of
thinking to such an extent that judges may feel that they are best placed to consider
whether the current legal position on any given subject is compatible with overriding
human rights doctrine or whether changes to the law should be made (and are there

human and degrading treatment or punishment. It is concerned to end extra-judicial
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fore in the public benefit). In the words of the Lord Chancellor, the coming into
force of the Human Rights Act will:38
create a more explicitly moral approach to decisions and decision-making; will
promote both a culture where positive rights and liberties become the focus
and concern of legislators, administrators and judges alike; and a culture in judicial decision-making where there will be a greater concentration on substance
rather than form.
We may reach the day in the UK where judges are prepared to say that a trust
set up to promote a change in the law is in the interests of the public and therefore
charitable.

Political Activity: What Can Be Done
The ban on political purposes does not mean that charities are precluded from
all political activity. A difficult distinction is drawn between political activities and
political purposes. Charities have a long and distinguished history of contributing to
social reform. They make an invaluable contribution to issues central to the well being of the community. They do so by their practical work and by their example.
They also do so by the informed contribution that they make to public debate on how
issues are best addressed. The Charity Commission39 has acknowledged:40
38
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The nation would be impoverished if charities were cut off entirely from public
debate and the opportunity to inform decision-makers.
Increasingly, charities wish to engage in high profile debating and campaigning
on issues of political interest. They can contribute to public discussion, as long as it is
on a basis which reflects their experience and it is in line with their objects. Charities
may undertake certain activities of a political nature as a means of achieving their
charitable purposes. As is so often the case in charity law, there is no clear line of
demarcation between what is and what is not allowed. The ‘rules’ are not covered by
statute.41 Legislating upon the political activities of charities was discussed and dismissed in the 1989 White Paper on Charities,42 since legislation would:43
have the disadvantage of laying down inflexible rules instead of allowing the
law to develop in the light of particular cases which may present features
which cannot now be foreseen.
The ‘rules’ that do exist then are gleaned from a study of the relevant case law.
However, there is in fact very little case law on this subject, so that there is little direct
guidance from the courts on the line to be drawn between activities by charities in a
political context in pursuance of their objects which are permissible and those which
encroach too far into the sphere of politics. Most of the decided cases dealing with
charities and politics are concerned specifically with the objects (purposes) rather than
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the activities of a charity. General advice and guidance based on general principles is
readily available,44 but, the application of general principles to specific cases can lead
to different conclusions. As Dunn put it, when assessing the 1995 version of the
Charity Commission’s guidelines on political activities and campaigning by charities:45
..despite the cogency these guidelines have in an abstract context, when assessed in a practical environment their immediate boundaries become less obvious.
Consequently, charitable trustees may find themselves unwittingly overstepping
the boundary when entering into the political arena.
It is required that any political activity undertaken by trustees must be in furtherance of and ancillary to the charity’s stated objects and within its powers. To be
ancillary, activities must serve and be subordinate to the charity’s purposes. They
cannot, therefore, be undertaken as an end in themselves and must not be allowed to
dominate the activities by which the charity undertakes to carry out its charitable purposes directly. The trustees must be able to show that there is a reasonable expectation that the activities will further the purposes of the charity effectively and so benefit the beneficiaries. For example, charities can make political statements, in the
sense of seeking to secure legislative changes, either when they are commenting on
draft legislation within their field of operations, or when a change in the law would
further their objectives. In this way, for example, the RSPCA,46 at the same time as
44
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undertaking its practical animal welfare work, can support a private members’ bill47
which would ban hunting with dogs without prejudicing its charitable status.48
There has often been confusion as to what activities are permissible for a charity, and in some cases, there has been concern that charities have gone too far in engaging in political activities.

Getting It Wrong: Charities Overstepping The Boundary
In 1991, the Charity Commission published the results of its inquiry49 into the
activities of Oxfam relating to specific projects in South Africa50 and Cambodia.51 The
Commission found that Oxfam had exceeded the limitations placed upon it by charity
law.52 Some of the evidence to the inquiry indicated that grants had been made to
clearly non-charitable bodies, including partisan political groups. Other evidence indicated that Oxfam was taking sides in political controversies within foreign countries. The Charity Commission pointed out:53
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the trustees do not appear to differentiate between stating a possible solution
to a problem in reasoned fashion and campaigning to have that solution
adopted.
The activity could not be regarded as ancillary. Oxfam trustees were told that
the unacceptable political activities must cease forthwith. It was accepted that the
trustees had acted in good faith and the Commission did not bring proceedings in
breach of trust for reimbursement of funds which had been misapplied. However, it
was stated that the Commission would not hesitate to do so in the future.
Whether a charity can properly engage in political activity will depend upon
the nature of its purposes, its powers and the way in which the activity contributes to
public debate. Where charities wish to raise issues in a way which will inform public
debate and influence decisions of public bodies, great care must be taken to ensure
that the issues concerned are relevant to their purposes. Charities cannot therefore
engage in public campaigning to influence public opinion on political issues unrelated
to their own charitable objects. For example, in Baldry v Feintuck54 support by a students’ union (a charity) for a campaign of protest against the government’s policy of
ending free milk to school children was held to be a non-charitable application of
funds. The students’ union was an educational charity whose purposes were wholly
charitable and whose funds could be devoted to charitable purposes only.55
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Charitable educational purposes undoubtedly include discussion of political issues. As Scott J. said in Att.-Gen. v Ross:56
I can see nothing the matter with an educational charity, in the furtherance of
its educational purposes, encouraging students to develop their political
awareness or to acquire knowledge of, and to debate, and to form views on,
political issues.
There ought to be a clear distinction between the discussion of political matters, or the acquisition of information which may have a political content, and a campaign on an unrelated political issue. However, there are some cases in which it is not
altogether easy to distinguish between political discussion carried on for educational
purposes and political campaigning. The Amnesty International case57 provides illustration of how difficult that distinction may be. Campaigning against disregard of
human rights by foreign governments is not charitable, but research into the observance of human rights may well be charitable. This is the case, even though an incidental effect of the publication of the research is to provide material for people campaigning against human rights abuses. This case shows that the law will only permit
charitable money to be spent on what might be regarded as political persuasion if that
is a mere incidental effect of expenditure for proper charitable educational purposes.
More recently, in Webb v O’Doherty and Others,58 support by Anglia Students’
Union for an action programme against the Gulf War was held by Hoffmann J. to be a
56
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non-charitable application of funds. Far from that being an educational purpose with
incidental political effects, Hoffmann J. considered that any educational effect which
the action programme may have had was simply incidental to the main purpose of attempting to influence public opinion. An injunction was therefore granted to restrain
the students’ union from giving funds and support to these political purposes.

Providing The Answers? The Charity Commission Guidelines
Following the Oxfam inquiry, the Charity Commission issued revised guidelines about the extent to which charities may involve themselves in political activities
and campaigning. It should be noted at the outset that it remains the case that after a
close reading of the guidelines, with their sole focus being on political activity, the
practical dividing line between a political purpose and a political activity ancillary to a
charitable purpose, remains largely unclear.
The latest version of these guidelines was produced in February 1997.59 The
guidelines cover a range of situations concerned with political activity, providing
charities with advice, inter alia, upon influencing public opinion; supporting, opposing or promoting legislation; commenting on public issues; providing information;
seeking support for government grants; involvement in demonstrations and direct action, and concluding with an examination of penalties. The stated aims of the guidelines are threefold:60
59
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1 - to assist trustees to ensure that any political activities that they undertake
are within the law;
2 - to indicate how the Commission would respond to allegations or evidence
of undue political activities by a charity; and,
3 - to afford some reassurance to trustees who follow the guidance that they
are acting properly.
The Commission acknowledges that, provided that it is in pursuance of its
primary charitable purpose, a charity may properly enter into dialogue with government. Charities may publish the advice or view that they express to ministers.
Charities may also seek to inform and educate the public on particular issues which
are relevant to them and their purposes, including information about their experience
of the needs in their field of activities and the solutions that they advocate. However,
they must do so on the basis of a well founded and reasoned case and their views must
be expressed with a proper sense of proportion. The manner and content of any advocacy of or opposition to legislative or policy change must be appropriate to a
charitable non-political organisation.

Examples Of Unacceptable Political Activity
The Charity Commission has given examples of the kinds of activities in
which, in its view, charities should not engage. These range from most blatant Party
Political activity to much more innocuous activity which can only be considered political in the broadest sense of the word and include:
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1 - A charity must not base any attempt to influence public opinion or to put
pressure on the government, whether directly or indirectly through supporters
or members of the public, to legislate or adopt a particular policy on data
which it knows (or ought to know) is inaccurate or on a distorted selection of
data in support of a preconceived position;61
2 - A charity must not participate in Party Political demonstrations;62
3 - A charity must not claim evidence of public support for its position on a
political issue without adequate justification;63
4 - Except where the nature of the medium being employed makes it impracticable to set out the basis of the charity’s position, a charity must not seek to influence government or public opinion on the basis of material which is merely
emotive;64
5 - A charity must not invite its supporters, or the public, to take action in support of its position without providing them with sufficient information to enable them to decide whether to give their support and to take the action requested. In particular, a charity must not invite its supporters or the public to
write to their Members of Parliament or the government without provid
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ingthem with sufficient information to enable them to advance a reasoned argument in favour of the charity’s position;65
6 - A charity whose stated purposes include the advancement of education
must not overstep the boundary between education and propaganda in promoting that purpose. The distinction is between providing balanced information designed to enable people to make up their own mind and providing onesided information designed to promote a particular point of view;66
7 - A charity must not provide supporters or members of the public with material specifically designed to underpin a Party Political campaign or for or
against a government or particular Members of Parliament.67
8 - A charity must not issue material which supports or opposes a particular
political party or the government.68
9 - A charity must not undertake research for another body where it is clear
that body intends to use the research for Party Political or propagandist purposes.69
10 - A charity must not support a political party;70 and,
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11 - A charity must not seek to persuade members of the public to vote for or
against a candidate or for or against a political party.71

Drawing The Line? Coalitions and Affiliations
It has already been noted that the guidelines, while helpful in the abstract, are
often difficult to put into practice. A case in point is that of charities affiliating to
other bodies by way of coalitions.
A separate aspect of the decision in Webb72 was whether Anglia Students’ Union, as part of its action programme against the Gulf War, should affiliate to the National Student Committee to Stop the War in the Gulf and the Cambridge Committee
to Stop the War in the Gulf. The fact that a body to which a charity affiliates is not
itself formed for charitable purposes is not necessarily an objection to the affiliation.73
It is, however, essential that the purpose of the affiliation should be to benefit the
charitable body in pursuit of its charitable objects. What is not permitted is to affiliate
to a wholly non-charitable organisation simply as a way of furthering a non-charitable
purpose or of channelling funds into non-charitable activities. In Webb, therefore,
affiliation to national bodies carrying out a similar action programme against the Gulf
War was held to be unlawful.
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The Charity Commission also recognises that a charity may affiliate to a campaigning alliance, even if the alliance includes non-charitable organisations. However,
certain conditions are laid down:74
1 - the charity must carefully consider the alliance’s activities, and the implications of the charity’s being associated with them, and should only affiliate if affiliation can reasonably be expected to further the charity’s own charitable
purposes; and,
2 - since a charity may not undertake through an alliance activities which it
would be improper for it to undertake directly, if the alliance engages in such
activities the charity must dissociate itself from them and take reasonable steps
to ensure that its name, and any funds it has contributed, are not used to support them.
During the 1997 UK general election campaign, the Real World Coalition was
set up, made up of both leading pressure groups and charities.75 Well known national
charities such as Christian Aid, Oxfam, Save the Children and the World Wide Fund
for Nature agreed to join an unprecedented alliance with non-charitable campaign
groups such as Friends of the Earth, Transport 2000, New Economics Foundation and
Charter 88,76 with the aims of mobilising public concern about green and social issues,
and of getting politicians to take them seriously at the forthcoming election. Their
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concern was that the main political parties were ignoring issues concerning morality,
social justice and the environment, which they considered to be important to voters.
The Real World Coalition’s ‘Action Programme for Government’ advocated: higher
spending on housing, community projects and overseas aid; a citizens’ Bill of Rights;
and, greener economic, energy and transport policies. The Real World Coalition
analysed the manifestos of the three main political parties to see how they accorded
with these aims. Only one party - the Liberal Democrats - was exempted from the
Real World Coalition’s criticism. Yet, because there were charitable groups as members of the Real World Coalition, they were not allowed to go further and to ask supporters to vote for the candidates most supportive of their agenda. Nevertheless, according to media reports77 charitable members of the Real World Coalition were
‘warned off’ in a letter sent from the then Prime Minister, John Major, who accused
the charities of signing up to ‘a largely political statement of objectives and policy
proposals’ by joining the Real World Coalition. Save the Children, Oxfam and other
prominent Real World Coalition members were asked by the Charity Commission to
explain how their involvement with the group conformed with charity law guidelines.
The Charity Commission then declared itself satisfied that the Real World Coalition’s
members had not (as yet) overstepped the boundaries.
For most charity trustees the rules should be reasonably clear. But the trend
towards charities joining coalition groups such as the Real World Coalition may blur
the boundaries. Such coalitions can support so broad a platform of issues that they
easily cross over from those specific to the member charities to a more overtly politi
77
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cal agenda. Charity members justify their actions by saying that they endorse only
those parts of the coalition’s programme that further their aims. In order to comply
with the restrictions on political activities by charities, such coalitions can proceed
provided that each charity monitors what is being said on its behalf, and that joint
statements do not go beyond the guidelines.
John Major, in highlighting the charitable status of many members, identified
both a strength and a weakness of the Real World Coalition. On the one hand, people trust charities in a way that they do not trust politicians. This should have meant
that voters would have been well disposed to the Real World Coalition’s agenda for
reform. However, on the other hand, in order to get a decent public hearing, the
Real World Coalition needed to ensure a high media profile. As many of it members
are charities, funded by supporters’ donations, the coalition did not have the financial
freedom to spend huge sums of money on advertising. Without this, the Real World
Coalition was left to rely for publicity on the media, which virtually ignored its existence.

Avoiding The Problem? Separate Organisations
Following a regime such as that in existence in England, where there is a presumed incompatibility between a charitable and a political purpose, may lead to false
separations within organisations, whereby charitable and political activities are hived
off into separate bodies. A number of activists groups, wishing to enjoy, at least to
some extent, the benefits of charitable status have divided themselves into two organisations having separate legal structures. One will be established with charitable pur
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poses78 and the other body - a pressure group - will pursue overtly political activities.
One example of this is Amnesty International (political) and its related body Prisoners
of Conscience Fund (charitable). These arrangements achieve the broad aim of assimilating charitable activity, with its attendant privileges, to some form of political
activity. But, even this ‘partial solution’ has its problems. There are practical disadvantages, particularly as regards keeping separate accounts, maintaining separate payrolls etc. and, more fundamentally, the Charity Commission is not always tolerant of
these ‘unholy alliances’ with their artificial separations.

Charities and Their Connection with Political Parties
Sometimes a solution advocated by a charity will coincide with that of a political party. For example, before the 1997 UK general election, the charity Age Concern put forward proposals to end age discrimination, which were broadly in line with
Labour Party thinking on the issue.79 The charity can advocate such a policy even if
advocated by a political party, but it must be made clear that the charity is not connected with the political party and that its view is independent. This is ever more difficult as Party Politics increasingly encroaches into almost every area of life - often
into areas that were previously the sole concern of charities and other voluntary bodies. There is a fine line between supporting a specific policy or lobbying for new legislation that will further a charity’s stated aims and endorsing or campaigning for a
political party.
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Matters can become even more complicated when the growing number of single issue or focused political parties, like the Green Party, field electoral candidates,
some of whom are active (or even charity trustees) in charities supporting similar
causes. An example of this emerged in the Pro-Life Alliance Party, founded in 1996.
There are close links between the party and the anti-abortion charitable group Life,
which decided, at its annual meeting in November 1996, to support anti-abortion
candidates in the 1997 UK general election in constituencies where no other candidate was prepared to speak out against abortion.80 Due to the restrictions imposed by
charity law, the charity was unable to use its charitable funds for these political ends,
and therefore the separate party was set up. During the general election campaign,
the Charity Commission sought clarification from Professor Jack Scarisbrick, chairman of the charity Life, about its alleged support of the Pro-Life Alliance Party, which
ultimately contested 51 seats on an anti-abortion platform81 - enough to make it eligible for a televised Party Political election broadcast.82 There was clearly a danger here
that charitable funds were being used for political ends. However, Professor Scarisbrick denied fund-raising for or any other formal links with the Pro-Life Alliance
80
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would cost several million pounds. This practice may be subject to change in the future: In January 1998, the BBC and ITV, with the support of Channel 4, Channel 5
and Independent Radio, issued a Consultation paper on the reform of party political
broadcasting. (BBC, Consultation On New Plans For Party Political Broadcasting,
1998, London: BBC)
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Party. He said, however, ‘as individuals, Life people may give it support and even
stand as candidates.’83 The director of the Pro-Life Alliance (whose mother runs the
London office of the charitable body, Life) had earlier stated that ‘officially Life is not
involved.’84
The existence of the Pro-Life Alliance Party did give a higher profile to the issue of abortion and the pro-life debate during the general election campaign. The
controversy surrounding the censorship of its general election broadcast helped to
publicise the cause. In what might be cynically regarded as a media stunt, the Pro-Life
Alliance Party planned to use its general election broadcast as an opportunity to show
footage of an aborted foetus.85 The broadcast was refused by the BBC and the three
other main television channels on the grounds that it offended decency and good
taste. The Pro-life Alliance Party challenged the decision by the BBC to remove a 2
minute 13 second sequence from the broadcast in the High Court. The Pro-Life Alliance Party lost its challenge,86 and its later appeal87 for a judicial review of the BBC’s
decision. In a strange and somewhat ironic union, the Pro-Life Alliance Party was assisted initially by Liberty, a civil rights group, in its attempt to overturn the television
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companies’ decision. Liberty acknowledged88 that, whilst supporting a woman’s right
to choose, it fundamentally disagreed with the party’s aims and that the two organisations were ‘political enemies’. However, Liberty felt that this was an important case
to take up on the basis of free speech.
Nevertheless, the Pro-Life Alliance Party was not able to make abortion a decisive factor in the general election. Pro-life candidates performed uniformly poorly in
the polls. Research by the National Secular Society89 found that candidates who stood
on a specifically pro-life ticket received a total of 17,600 votes throughout the 51
seats in which they stood. They came last in 18 seats, and when they contested seats
with the Monster Raving Loony Party, the latter prevailed each time. In no constituency did the Pro-Life Alliance Party hold the balance of votes or even threaten the
majority of the elected candidate. Neither did it retain any deposits of £500 which
are returned to those candidates polling over 5% of the total votes cast.
The unfortunate experience of the charity, Life, and its connection with the
Pro-Life Alliance Party may suggest that going down the separate single issue political
party route is not the way forward for charities looking for an escape from their
‘charitable status shackles’. Nevertheless, despite the Pro-Life Alliance Party’s
trouncing at the ballot, it is suggested that single issues pressure groups will become
increasingly vociferous in British politics. The proliferation of minor parties, campaigning on single issues, wooing voters disillusioned by mainstream politics, is evi
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dence of this.90 Adopting similar methods to the Pro-Life Alliance Party, they use the
electoral system to gain publicity and exert leverage on the main political parties. In
this way, the issues that they want on the agenda will be discussed, promoting debate
and bringing democratic pressure to bear. In many cases, as with the abortion question, the kind of moral issues that these groups consider to be of crucial importance,
are the sort of questions which are subject to ‘conscience votes’ by Members of Parliament from the main political parties, and are not, therefore, the subject of party
policy. These are often the very same issues about which charities have concerns. It
will be interesting to follow this development and to see how the connections between
charitable bodies and single issue political parties can be exploited to their mutual advantage in the future.

A Possible New Solution? Human Rights and Freedom of Speech
The ability to participate in free political debate at election time is an essential
ingredient of the democratic process. Indeed, an election campaign might seem the
ideal opportunity for charities to speak out on major social issues. Yet, it has been
noted that the Charity Commission clearly states that charities must neither support a
political party, nor seek to persuade members of the public to vote for or against a
candidate or for or against a political party. It might be asked, why, at the point
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when the public are most engaged by political issues, should there be such tight limits
on freedom of expression?
However, it is not just charities that are ‘muzzled’ at election time. A recent
decision of the European Court of Human Rights,91 concerned with the general restriction on campaigning during election times,92 may ultimately help charities as well.
It certainly brings to the fore the human rights angle of the rule that limits charities
and political activities.
Mrs Bowman, a leading anti-abortion campaigner and executive director of the
non-charitable Society for the Protection of the Unborn Child93 (SPUC), spent
£10,000 distributing 25,000 leaflets in Halifax, West Yorkshire, prior to the 1992 UK
general election, setting out for voters the position of the three main candidates on
abortion. She was prosecuted under section 75 of the Representation of the People
Act 1983, by which it was an offence for an unauthorised person to spend in excess of
£594 on issuing publications with the aim of promoting or procuring the election of a
candidate during the six weeks prior to an election. The case was subsequently
dropped as the summons had been issued outside the twelve month time limit.95 Mrs
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Bowman had, however, been convicted and fined for similar offences during the 1979
Ilford North by-election and the European elections in 1982.
She chose to pursue her case in Europe to establish the principle that campaigners should not be restricted in this way at election time. She applied to the
European Court of Human Rights in Strasbourg, contending that her prosecution under the Representation of the People Act 1983 constituted an unjustifiable interference with her freedom of expression, contrary to article 10 of the European Convention on Human Rights 1950.96
The Government argued that the law was designed to stop one candidate enjoying an unfair financial advantage over another. Rules restricting the expenditure
of individual candidates would be made pointless, British officials maintained, if third
parties were allowed to campaign and spend money on their behalf.
The initial application to the European Commission on Human Rights was
brought jointly by Mrs Bowman and SPUC. Both applicants complained that the
prosecution brought against Mrs Bowman violated their rights to freedom of expression under article 10 of the Convention. On 4 December 1995 the Commission declared the application admissible insofar as it concerned the complaint by Mrs Bow
96
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man under article 10. However, finding that SPUC could not itself claim to be a victim by virtue of Mrs Bowman’s prosecution, it declared the remainder of the application inadmissible.97 In its report of 12 September 1996,98 the Commission expressed
the view that there had been a violation of article 10. The European Court of Human
Rights, agreeing with the Commission then held,99 by fourteen votes to six, that there
had been a violation of article 10.100 The limitations placed on issuing publications
during the election period by section 75 did constitute a restriction on the freedom of
expression, albeit not a direct one. It was acknowledged that the restriction, prescribed by law in terms of the 1983 Act, pursued the legitimate aim of protecting the
rights of others, both candidates and the electorate, by seeking to secure equality between candidates. Freedom of expression and the right to free elections were, together, the foundation of a democratic system and, while they often reinforced one
another, they could come into conflict, in which case it might be necessary to limit the
freedom of expression in the period prior to an election. However, in the instant
case, the £5 spending restriction in section 75 acted, in practical terms, as an absolute
bar to Mrs Bowman promulgating information designed to influence voters in favour
of an anti-abortion candidate at the only time which would have served her purpose,
and, given the lack of restrictions placed on advertising by political parties, that was
not a proportionate response to the need to secure equality between candidates. Un
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like for charitable groups, the limit on political campaign activities applied only during the six weeks before a general election, allowing Mrs Bowman to campaign freely
at any other time. However this would not, in the court’s view, have served her purpose in publishing the leaflets which was, at the very least, to inform the people of
Halifax about the three candidates’ voting records and attitudes on abortion, during
the critical period when their minds were focused on their choice of representative.
As a result, the Government, which is obliged to comply with the judgment, is
now faced with having either to repeal the section regulating the promotion of candidates during elections or, in what is a more likely course, to increase substantially the
spending limit of £5 to comply with its obligations under the Convention. The ruling,
in theory, will allow single issue pressure groups and third parties to spend heavily for
or against a candidate without the money counting against the latter’s tight spending
limits. The government has asked Lord Neill’s101 Committee on Standards in Public
Life to examine the issue of electoral funding as part of its wider review of the funding of political parties.102 The ruling may open up the way for American-style election
battles with the views of individual candidates on single issues such as abortion, blood
sports and gay rights being sought and publicised. Previously, under British electoral
law, such campaigning has been forbidden. Once a general election is called, groups
such as CND, Greenpeace or the SPUC have had to cease hostilities. As a result, UStype electioneering, where candidates are put through the mill on all manner of issues,
has passed Britain by.
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Relying on the decision in Bowman, it may be that in the future the Human
Rights Act 1998103 will be invoked by charity trustees to challenge the restrictions to
their freedom of speech, imposed not by specific rules on elections, but by general
rules of charity law. The current regime only leads to confusion for charities.
Different charities interpret the current electioneering laws, together with the
general restrictions on charities and political activities, in different ways. The reactions of three different charities during the 1997 UK general election campaign period
provide evidence of the variety of experiences.104 First, Shelter, frustrated at the fact
that homelessness was not on the agenda in the 1997 election, decided to put a halt to
political activity during the election. Secondly, NCH Action for Children, which
launched its House Our Youth 2000 project just before the election was called, distributed posters for people to put in their windows, saying: ‘My policy is to support
House Our Youth 2000; What’s yours?’ The charity considered that because the
project was launched before the election was called, the posters were part of a project,
and not against the law. Thirdly, reflecting a middle ground, Age Concern decided
that unless its views were sought by journalists during the election campaign, it would
stay quiet. Before the 1997 general election, a spokesperson for Age Concern commented:105
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If we are asked for a comment on a Labour Party candidate’s support for an
end to age discrimination, we would have to say something vague, like: ‘We
are pleased to get support for these proposals which we put forward.’
The decision in Bowman will certainly lead to a change to the general rules on
electioneering by individuals. Whether the Bowman argument can be taken further to
help charities in their specific pursuit of the unfettered right to participate in the
wider political process remains to be seen.

Taking The Rap: Consequences Of Engaging In Improper Political Activities
Charities have long enjoyed great respect and much affection in the UK. Giving funds to charities106 and volunteering for charities107 are both a vital part of British culture and are relied on heavily by the charity world. However, overstepping the
political line could be regarded by the public as amounting to the use of a charity as a
vehicle for the personal views of its trustees. The pursuance of a political agenda may
cause loss of support or respect for the charity and may damage the good name of
charities generally, by exploiting the trust that the public have in charities. The Char
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ity Commission, as part of its current process of Review of the Register,108 has recently commissioned MORI to carry out research on its behalf into public attitudes to
charity generally.109 MORI sought both quantitative and qualitative opinions on a
number of aspects underlying charity law across a spectrum of ages, from school children to the retired, and across social classes. The Charity Commission report110 that
this research showed that the absence of Party Politics was particularly important to
the public; they do not want charities to be seen as partisan. Charitable donors who
find that their donations are being used to fund actions that are adverse to their own
political principles may stop making contributions.111 This may be true in relation to
Party Politics, but in relation to the broader aspects of political activity, with which
much of this paper has been concerned, it is interesting to note that evidence to support the opposite conclusion was presented by Oxfam in the Charity Commission inquiry referred to supra, when the trustees suggested that their campaigning activities
actually generated support for the charity’s work, assisted fund-raising and helped to
recruit dedicated staff and volunteers.112 This suggests that donors are more likely to
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support an organisation that they believe is doing something to rectify the problem
with which it is concerned.113
More technically, the pursuit of improper political activities by charities is a
misuse of charitable funds and will constitute a breach of trust by the trustees. It may
give rise to personal liability on the part of the trustees to repay to the charity the
money spent on those activities. Improper political activity on the part of charities
can be restrained by order of the court114 or by the Charity Commission.115 It may
also lead to the withdrawal of tax relief116 on the monies spent on those activities.
Political activity by the trustees of a charity would not normally affect its
charitable status. It would not therefore be a reason for removing it from the register
of charities117 as the issue would concern the propriety of the trustees’ management of
the charity, rather than the nature of the charity’s purposes. However, Dunn118 points
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out that any charity ‘seeking to exploit this detail should beware of the ultimate consequences.’ In the words of the Charity Commission:119
If ... the trustees could argue successfully that the express purposes of the institution were wide enough to cover impermissible political activities, then the
question of whether the organisation was established for exclusively charitable
purposes would arise and could lead to its removal from the Register of Charities.120

Conclusion
It is important to recognise the meaningful contribution that charities can make
through contribution to public debate and political process. Yet, it has been seen that
their ‘political activities’ are restricted. This is because ‘political’ is defined in wider
terms than supporting new Labour or saying ‘vote for Tony Blair’. ‘Political activity’
includes attempting to influence the framing of law or to get the law changed; it includes trying to persuade the government of the day to do something or not do
something. All charities can undertake such political activities if those activities can
reasonably be expected to further their legal aims. Any such campaigning must be
based on a well founded and reasoned case and expressed in a responsible way. A
major limitation is that such campaigning must not be in general support of the poli
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cies of any particular political party. By the very nature of their knowledge and social
concern, some charities are well placed to play a part in public debate on important
issues of the day and to make an important contribution to the development of public
policy, whether this is connected to a specific political viewpoint or not. Politics often transcends charitable activity.
An examination in this paper of some of the grey areas provides evidence to
support the view that there is still clearly a need for clarification of the application of
charity law to political campaign activities. Even the Charity Commission admits: 121
the dividing line between proper debate in the public arena and improper political activity is a difficult one to judge.
Some charities are increasingly learning to become politically sophisticated.
They are ‘small p’ politically active and politically effective while remaining ‘large P’
politically neutral. For other charities, case law is considered so vague, as to what is
or is not acceptable conduct by charities, that a climate of uncertainty exists. On the
one hand, some charities brazenly push their luck and hope to get away with it. For
example, due to the fact that they are seen to be going outside of their objects (and
therefore their activity is not regarded as ‘ancillary’) the RSPCA’s links with the animal rights movement has caused the Charity Commission some concern.122 On the
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other hand, the threat of penalties for possible unlawful activity tends to stifle other
charities, who err on the side of caution.123 As Sprince concludes:
That future litigation might enable more precise parameters to be drawn will
be small comfort to those trustees then facing sanction, rebuke and cost in the
cases in question and those now seeking some certainty in order to determine
what is permissible.124
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